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Chat With Your Instructor
This Study Guide will offer some suggestions about how to cover the material in the
class. One of the things you should know, regardless of the class you are taking, is
that the instructor can’t be the sole repository of information for the class – and
neither can the textbook. Technology simply moves too quickly for that to be a
viable option. There is a whole Internet out there. Chances are, someone,
somewhere has encountered whatever problem you are having and has solved it.
And chances are, someone who has solved your problem has posted the solution on
the web. It might not be the exact solution, but it will get you moving toward solving
the problem.
Having said that, the more vague an assignment is, the more you will learn from it.
The author of the text will walk you through building a prototypical app and then
tell you to “make it better.” The Detective Work sections sprinkled throughout the
chapters are very much like this. We don’t want to inhibit you in any way if possible;
we want you to think what needs to be improved. Of course, there are always
students who need more direction and will need to be dealt with individually. But
this is college. Students need to explore – not be led by the nose step by step.
This book assumes that you have knowledge of basic programming practices. Truly,
the language doesn’t matter. All of the languages used in this book are derivatives of
C. However, you definitely don’t want to be learning at this time how to write loops
and conditionals. You’ll never get to the cool stuff! The exercises at the end of
Chapter 1 ensure that you have the prerequisite skills. If you can’t write these
programs, either review the course previous this one, or at least look into an
Introductory Programming class.
If you have a technical problem, we recommend the following:
First, check the textbook that accompanies the software.
Many software products include on-line help. If the answer is not available in
the printed materials, try using the Help feature of your software.
Feel free to call the instruction department during business hours (8:30 AM
to 6 PM Eastern time), Monday through Friday, and Saturday during the
weekend hours (8:30 AM to 5 PM Eastern time). Be prepared to describe
which lesson you're working on and the problem you're having.
Instructional Support Addresses and Phone Numbers
Main Support Help Line:
(800) 243-6446 or (216) 781-9400
E-mail address:
faculty@cie-wc.edu
Instructional Support is available business hours (Eastern time) Monday through
Saturday.
Mailing address:
Cleveland Institute of Electronics
1776 East 17th Street
Cleveland, OH 44114
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LESSON 9001C
Chapter 1 - The Computer of the Future Is in Your Hand
Overview
Chapter 1 covers what you need to know to start developing smartphone apps on
the three major platforms. It describes these platforms and some devices available
for each platform and helps you decide which platform to target. The chapter also
provides an overview of available tools for each platform.
Objectives
In this chapter, you will learn to:
Define programming terms
Describe the three major smartphone platforms
Choose a target platform
Describe available development tools
Define what a smartphone is
Summarize the smartphone’s history
Explain current device capabilities

Chapter Notes
The Platform Landscape
The platform landscape is extremely volatile relative to sales trends. Discussion
should center around the three major players that have emerged: Android, iOS, and
Windows Phone 7. Inevitably, you may ask the question of why Blackberry isn’t
covered. The pat answer is that Blackberry has been trending downward in sales
and usage over the past few quarters. Basically, Blackberry fell off the map when
Verizon acquired the iPhone. Verizon had been the largest seller of Blackberry
handsets – and still is. However, given that Verizon now sells the top two platforms
by any measure – Android and iPhone – Blackberry can’t help but begin to fade
away. One might as well target the Palm platform. Unless a company that has
standardized on Blackberry or Palm employs you, learning how to write apps for
Android, iOS, and Windows Phone 7 will better serve your needs.
So why cover Windows Phone 7? It should be pointed out that Microsoft can afford
to take a loss to implement the platform. Microsoft is about selling Windows and
Office licenses. Windows Phone 7 is sold as the easiest way to connect your phone to
your PC – for obvious reasons.
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The simple fact is that the smartphone market is app driven. Blackberry and Palm
just don’t have very many good apps. Further, their platforms aren’t built to support
building apps by third parties. At the very least Microsoft’s platform supports apps.
History of the Smartphone
Consider covering the history of the market between the IBM Simon and the iPhone.
Discussion question 4 on p. 15 does just that. Most of the discussion about
smartphones between 1999 and 2008 should center on Palm and Windows CE
devices. Most devices were PDAs with phone capabilities added on. The Palm Treo
was the first of these devices. Microsoft started offering PDAs running Windows CE
to compete with Palm and phones started popping up running Windows.
A final introductory topic is the capability – or lack thereof – of devices utilizing a
given platform. Currently, for example, Android is the only platform that offers 4G
network speeds. iPhone and WinPhone devices are still running at 3G speeds. Most
of the rest of the specs are nearly identical. A fun discussion topic is to ask people
what capabilities attract them to a given platform. This exercise gets you thinking in
terms of the pros and cons for each platform.
Development Tools
Targeting a platform is identical to writing a program for a full-fledged computer.
Programmers need to decide who will use the program, how they will use it, and
what the technical requirements are for writing the program. Tools and languages
must be discussed at length. The tools and languages differ greatly by platform. If a
developer can’t use the tools or learn the language, developing for that platform is a
waste of time.
The analogy to look at is the programmer creating a desktop application. We teach
Java and C# (not in the same class, though, like this one!). If you are targeting solely
the Windows environment, you may be wasting your time writing in Java. That is
entirely different from using Java in an academic setting to learn how to program.
Using Visual Studio to tie into Windows applications and services is far easier to do
than using Java to do the same thing. However, if targets include Windows, Mac,
Linux, etc. then Java may be the better choice. Java allows the programmer to create
a single code base for all platforms.
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Apps Lesson 9001C Exam
Please complete the following exam. You may use the electronic grading system for
quicker response. Simply log on to www.study-electronics.com and enter your
credentials. Once the exam has been submitted, your results will be returned within
72 hours. You may also e-mail your answers to faculty@cie-wc.edu, or fax them to
us at 1-216-781-0331. If you have any questions, please contact the Instruction
Department.
1. In the pseudocode statement num x = 1, which part is a literal?
1) num
3) =
2) x
4) 1
2. Which phone has the highest screen resolution?
1) Google Nexus S 4G
3) HTC Trophy
2) iPhone 4
4) Palm Pre
3. Which of the following is NOT a consideration for choosing a platform for your
apps?
1) How large is your market?
2) Do you have a device that works with this platform?
3) What are the marketing trends for your proposed platform?
4) What programming language is used for the proposed platform?
4. Which phone is available in a 32 GB model?
1) Google Nexus S 4G
2) iPhone 4

3) HTC Trophy
4) Palm Pre

5. What data type should be used when keeping track of a name?
1) number
3) array
2) character
4) string
6. What is the correct order for the standard development process?
1) write, debug, compile, run
3) write, compile, run, debug
2) write, compile, debug, run
4) write, debug, run, compile
7. According to Netscape co-founder Mark Andreessen, approximately how many
people will own mobile phones worldwide, in the next 10 years?
1) 3 billion
3) 5 billion
2) 4 billion
4) 6 billion
8. Which of the following is NOT a language used to develop Web Applications?
1) Java
3) Javascript
2) Hypertext Markup Language
4) Cascading Style Sheets
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9. How much RAM did the first smartphone offer?
1) 1 MB
3) 256 MB
2) 128 MB
4) 512 MB
10. Which of the following is the platform language for Windows Phone 7?
1) C#
3) Objective-C
2) Java
4) PHP
11. Which company developed the iOS platform?
1) Apple
3) Google
2) Facebook
4) Microsoft
12. What is the output of the following pseudocode?
if 3 < 4 then
print “Hello”
else
print “Goodbye”
endif
1) Hello
2) Goodbye

3) Nothing
4) An error

13. Which company developed the Android platform?
1) Apple
3) Google
2) Facebook
4) Microsoft
14. Which of the following is a preferred tool for iOS development?
1) Interface Builder
3) WordPad
2) IBM Eclipse
4) Visual Studio 2010
15. Which now dissolved company led the smartphone industry before the advent of the
iPhone?
1) Compaq
3) Palm
2) Gateway
4) BellSouth
16. What is the output of running the following code?
string name = “Mark”
print name[2]
1) Mark
2) a

3) r
4) An error

17. What is the proper placement of parameters in a function or method definition?
1) Before the function name
2) After the function name but before the parentheses
3) Inside the parentheses
4) After the parentheses
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18. What is the output of the following code?
num x = 1
while x > 0
print x
x++
endwhile
1) Prints an infinite set of numbers (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and so on).
2) None; it does not run.
3) Prints a specific set of numbers.
4) Prints a random set of numbers.
19. Which of the following is a preferred tool for Android development?
1) Notepad
3) Visual Studio 2010
2) Komodo Edit
4) IBM Eclipse
20. What is the output of running the following code?
string name = “Mark”
name[3] = ‘c’
print name
1) Mark
2) Marc

3) Nothing
4) An error

21. In an array of length n, what is the index of the last element?
1) n - 1
3) n + 1
2) n
4) n + 2
22. Which of the following is the platform language for iOS?
1) C#
3) Objective-C
2) Java
4) PHP
23. The Nexus S 4G, iPhone 4, and HTC Trophy all have cameras of how many
megapixels?
1) 3 MP
3) 7 MP
2) 5 MP
4) 10 MP
24. Which of the following is the platform language for Android?
1) C#
3) Objective-C
2) Java
4) PHP
25. In the pseudocode statement num x = 1, which part is a variable?
1) num
3) =
2) x
4) 1

END OF EXAM
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LESSON 9002C
Chapter 2 - Developing for Small Devices
Overview
Chapter 2 covers the architecture and life cycle events for each platform. For the
most part, there are more similarities than differences – but those differences can be
determining factors when choosing to target a platform.
Objectives
In this chapter, you will learn to:
Describe the architecture of each platform
Summarize the similarities and differences between platforms
Explain the life cycle of an app on each platform
Compare life cycle features in each platform

Chapter Notes
Platform Architecture
Understanding of what a virtual machine is and does is key. It is important to see
that, for the most part, virtual machines exist to abstract out the differences in some
part of the system. That allows developers to focus on what their programs do, not
how they do it. It is the virtual machine’s responsibility to translate the code into
instructions the machine understands.
Java ME initially promised to solve the development problems of targeting multiple
devices. The Java ME platform was designed for feature phones using physical dial
pads and command buttons. So, while it was a useful platform for feature phones, it
doesn’t translate well to the smartphone space where touch screens dominate.
The next sections contain the bulk of the chapter and are geared more toward
programming on the devices. First, an in depth look at each platform’s architecture
is presented. There are two main points to take away from the architecture
discussion. First, it should be noted that, with the exception of the inclusion of a
virtual machine on Android and Windows Phone 7, the architectures for all three
platforms are very similar. Second, the fact that there is only one hardware
configuration for iOS devices makes it possible to simplify the architecture. The one
unique feature is that Android provides access to EVERY aspect of the platform.
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One cannot stress enough that Apple is a hardware company while Google and
Microsoft are software companies. Apple controls the entire stack in the platform
from app layer to hardware layer. The same can’t be said of the other two platforms.
In addition, Apple controls the delivery channel through iTunes. Android apps can
be installed from anywhere – called sideloading. Windows Phone offers a
marketplace to buy and sell apps.
You might want to include an investigation comparing Apple in the smartphone
space with Microsoft in the desktop space. Although Apple doesn’t make it as easy
for 3rd party developers as does Microsoft, they still know that it is the apps that
keep them in front. That is essentially how Microsoft became a monopoly in the
operating system space. Users, especially in the corporate world, needed to run
Word and Excel. Since those were only available on Windows, users purchased
Windows PCs. Interestingly, a few years back there was a call to break up the
Microsoft monopoly into constituent pieces. This probably would have resulted in
two monopolies – Windows and Office! Apple realized early on in the smartphone
space that it was the apps that matter.
The App Life Cycle
Chapter 2 concludes with a discussion of the lifecycle of an app on each platform.
Again, the models used here are more similar than different. It must be noted that,
as of this writing, Windows Phone 7 does not support multitasking. That is not
necessarily a bad thing. In fact, most programmers happen to like the Page
metaphor that Microsoft is using. It is familiar to both users and developers and it
makes for very fast applications while they are running. Of course the trade-off is
that, at times, launch times are extended – especially when apps have been closed.
You should also note that each of the systems could terminate apps at its discretion
based on system needs. If your Android or iOS app is running in the background and
the system runs short of memory, it may terminate your app without warning.
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Apps Lesson 9002C Exam
Please complete the following exam. You may use the electronic grading system for
quicker response. Simply log on to www.study-electronics.com and enter your
credentials. Once the exam has been submitted, your results will be returned within
72 hours. You may also e-mail your answers to faculty@cie-wc.edu, or fax them to
us at 1-216-781-0331. If you have any questions, please contact the Instruction
Department.
Multiple Choice
Identify the choice that best completes the statement or answers the question.
1. Which of the following is NOT a property of Content Providers?
a. Store data
c. Retrieve data
b. Format output
d. Have no life cycle events
2. In iOS, apps sit on top of which layer?
a. Cocoa Touch
b. Media

c. Core services
d. Core OS

3. Which of the following is the last life cycle method called in the Activity component?
a. onStart()
c. onStop()
b. onPause()
d. onDestroy()
4. In an Objective-C method, arguments are specified by being placed within which
punctuation mark?
a. Parentheses ( )
c. Braces { }
b. Brackets [ ]
d. None
5. Which of the following is NOT created and loaded by UIApplicationMain() in the
iOS app life cycle?
a. Cocoa Touch
c. Application delegate
b. Application object
d. User interface
6. How many apps can be run concurrently on Windows Phone 7?
a. 1
c. 3
b. 2
d. More than 3
7. Which of the following is NOT a ‘start’ life cycle event?
a. Application_Launching()
b. onStart()
c. InitializeComponent()
d. application:DidFinishLaunchingWithOptions:
8. Which function exists merely to call an iOS app’s UIApplicationMain() function?
a. main()
c. begin()
b. init()
d. start()
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9. Which is NOT part of the application life cycle?
a. Started
c. Exited
b. Being Destroyed
d. Running
10. What is the difference between the CLR and the Dalvik virtual machines?
a. Nothing
c. Transparency
b. Operating systems they are used on
d. Location in the platform stack
11. Though you can write code for any of the life cycle event handlers, the most commonly
used is which of the following methods?
a. onCreate()
c. onStop()
b. onStart()
d. onResume()
12. In Objective-C methods, arguments are separated with which punctuation mark?
a. colons (:)
c. semicolons (;)
b. commas (,)
d. pipes (|)
13. Which platform has no ‘running’ life cycle event?
a. Android
c. Windows Phone 7
b. iOS
d. All three have a ‘running’ life cycle
event.
14. Java programs are compiled into what format to be run on the virtual machine?
a. ASCII
c. Bytecode
b. Binary
d. Dvorak
15. When an application interacts with data, which methods should be used?
a. onStart() and/or onPause()
c. onStart() and/or onDestroy()
b. onPause() and/or onResume()
d. onPause() and/or onDestroy()
16. Which language is NOT supported for development on Windows Phone 7?
a. C
c. C#
b. Javascript
d. Visual Basic
17. Which Android component does NOT have life cycle events?
a. Activity
c. Content Provider
b. Service
d. Broadcast Receiver
18. Which term is used when an application on Windows Phone 7 is deactivated because it
no longer has the focus?
a. Killed
c. Tombstoned
b. Buried
d. Sunk
19. On the iOS platform, where do life cycle events occur?
a. Cocoa Touch
c. Application delegate
b. Application object
d. User interface
20. Broadcast Receivers are only valid within the scope of which method?
a. onCreate()
c. onDestroy()
b. onUnbind()
d. onReceive()
12

21. Used for developing 2D and 3D games for Windows Phone 7, what does XNA stand for?
a. Xbox New Acronym
c. XNA is Not an Acronym
b. Xbox Native Architecture
d. Xbox Now Architecture
22. Which of the following is NOT an Android life cycle event?
a. Application_Closing()
c. onCreate()
b. onStart()
d. onPause()
23. Which of the following is NOT a life cycle method in the Activity component?
a. onInit()
c. onRestart()
b. onCreate()
d. onResume()
24. Which of the following is NOT among the frameworks included in the Cocoa Touch
layer?
a. Location services
c. Map kit
b. User interface components
d. Messaging kit
END OF EXAM
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LESSON 9003C
Chapter 3 - Best Practices for Small Device Programming
Overview
The chapter covers best practices for software development in the context of the
smartphone. Specifically, the object-oriented principles of encapsulation,
inheritance, and polymorphism are discussed. In addition, the chapter covers the
two prominent design patterns used in smartphone development: Model-ViewController (MVC) and Delegation. Finally, optimization of code is discussed. The
techniques presented here are helpful regardless of the target platform (i.e., they are
good practices for desktop development as well).
Objectives
In this chapter, you will learn to:
Describe best practices for smartphone development
Explain object-oriented programming techniques, including encapsulation,
inheritance, and polymorphism
Use design patterns
Optimize your code for smartphones

Chapter Notes
Chapter 3 begins by positing that best practices don’t just apply to software
development but elsewhere as well. The contra-positive is also discussed – best
practices for software development apply to developing for smartphones too.
Object-Oriented Programming
A brief discussion of object-oriented programming (OOP) principles is given,
highlighting especially encapsulation, inheritance, and polymorphism. These have
been called the three the pillars of OOP. While the discussion is brief, it is thorough
enough for you to apply the concepts in the class. All of the programming languages
in the book are object oriented. You should end this chapter with a better
understanding of OOP.
Design Patterns
Chapter 3 then moves on to the two prevalent design patterns used in smartphone
development: The Model-View-Controller (MVC) and Delegate design patterns. MVC
is used heavily in Android and WinPhone 7 development and the Delegate pattern is
used extensively in iOS development. That’s not to say that both patterns don’t exist
14

on all of the platforms. They do. However, from a practical standpoint, covering the
patterns in their native element will make life much easier for you.
This chapter can be difficult from a programming language viewpoint. For the most
part, though, because the concepts represent best practices for a process rather than
a language, the language is irrelevant.
Optimization
The final sections review some optimization techniques that work specifically in the
three languages used in the book. The techniques will work in general in any
language, but it’s important to highlight the fact that smartphones aren’t desktop
PCs. There are limited resources that must be utilized efficiently. Users will let you
know when your code isn’t efficient – they simply won’t use your app if it is too slow
or takes up too much space on disk.
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Apps Lesson 9003C Exam
Please complete the following exam. You may use the electronic grading system for
quicker response. Simply log on to www.study-electronics.com and enter your
credentials. Once the exam has been submitted, your results will be returned within
72 hours. You may also e-mail your answers to faculty@cie-wc.edu, or fax them to
us at 1-216-781-0331. If you have any questions, please contact the Instruction
Department.
Multiple Choice
Identify the choice that best completes the statement or answers the question.
1. The C programming language is considered what type of language?
1) Object-oriented (OO)
3) Event-driven
2) Scripting
4) Procedural
2. What are the more commonly used names for accessor methods?
1) Getters and setters
3) Pushers and pullers
2) Makers and takers
4) Givers and takers
3. Which of the following is an example of instantiation?
1) public static void main(String[] args)
2) Rectangle rect1 = new Rectangle();
3) rect1.length = 4.0;
rect1.width = 2.0;
4) System.out.println(rect1.length + “x” + rect1.width);
4. Which is not a possible outcome of an app with a memory leak?
1) The app will run without issue.
2) The app will close itself automatically when it reaches the memory limit.
3) The app will crash.
4) The system will crash.
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5. Given the UML class diagram seen in the accompanying figure, what is/are the class’s
member method(s)?
1) Rectangle
3) getArea and getPerimeter
2) length and width
4) Unknown
6. Given the UML class diagram seen in the accompanying figure, what is/are the class’s
data member(s)?
1) Rectangle
3) getArea and getPerimeter
2) length and width
4) Unknown
7. Given the UML class diagram seen in the accompanying figure, what is the class’s name?
1) Rectangle
3) getArea
2) double
4) Unknown
8. In the following code, which lines make up the constructor(s)?
0 public class Bus {
1 private BankAccount ba;
2 private double fuelLeft;
3 private final double FUEL_MAX = 40.0;
4 private final double FUEL_COST = 3.54;
5 public Bus(BankAccount baRef) {
6 fuelLeft = 0;
7 ba = baRef;
8 }
9 public void fillTank() {
10 double cost = (FUEL_MAX - fuelLeft) * FUEL_COST;
11 if (ba.pay(cost) == true) {
12 fuelLeft = FUEL_MAX;
13 }
14 }
15 public double getFuelLeft() {
16 return fuelLeft;
17 }
18 }
1) Lines 1-4
3) Lines 1-8
2) Lines 5-8
4) Lines 0-18
9. What term is used to identify when an object hands off some functionality to another
object?
1) Delegate
3) Slave
2) Client
4) Minion
10. Which of the following is an example of dynamic method invocation?
1) Running a superclass method from a subclass object
2) Running an object’s method from another program’s main method.
3) Running an object’s private method from another method within that same
object.
4) Running System.out.println(“Hello World!”);
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11. Which Java keyword forces all subclasses to create their own version of, or override, the
method?
1) abstract
3) template
model
2)
4) frame
12. The following Javascript code is most likely in which tier of the Model-View-Controller
design pattern?
function Circle(r){
this.radius = r;
this.getArea = getA;
this.getPerimeter = getP;
this.getData = getD;
}
function getA(){
return this.radius * this.radius * Math.PI;
}
function getP(){
return 2 * this.radius * Math.PI;
}
function getD(){
return 'Area: ' + this.getArea() + '<br />Perimeter: ' +
this.getPerimeter();
}
1) Model
2) View

3) Controller
4) Unable to determine

13. The following HTML code is most likely in which tier of the Model-View-Controller
design pattern?
<html>
<head>
<title>Circles</title>
<script src="circle.js"></script>
<script src="controller.js"></script>
</head>
<body>
<h3>Program Calculates Area and Perimeter of Circles</h3>
<p>Enter the radius: <input type="text" id="radius"
value="" />
<input type="button" value="Calculate"
onClick="calculate()" /></p>
<p id="data"></p>
</body>
</html>
1) Model
2) View

3) Controller
4) Unable to determine
18

14. Which is the most efficient way to concatenate the two strings, “quick brown fox” and
“jumped over the lazy dog” in Java?
1) String string1 = “quick brown fox”;
string1 = string1 + “ jumped over the lazy dog”;
2) String string1 = “quick brown fox”;
String string2 = string1 + “ jumped over the lazy dog”;
3) String string1 = “quick brown fox”;
String string2 =“ jumped over the lazy dog”;
String string3 = string1 + string2;
4) StringBuffer buffer = new StringBuffer(“quick brown
fox”);
buffer.append(“ jumped over the lazy dog”);
String string1 = buffer.toString();

15. Given the inheritance tree in the accompanying figure, which is a list of all superclasses?
1) Vehicle
2) Vehicle, UnpoweredVehicle, PoweredVehicle
3) Vehicle, UnpoweredVehicle, PoweredVehicle, Bicycle,
Skateboard, Motorcycle, Car
4) Cannot be determined from the diagram
16. Given the inheritance tree in the accompanying figure, which is a list of all subclasses?
1) UnpoweredVehicle, PoweredVehicle
2) UnpoweredVehicle, PoweredVehicle, Bicycle, Skateboard,
Motorcycle, Car
3) Bicycle, Skateboard, Motorcycle, Car
4) Cannot be determined from the diagram
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17. In the following code, how many Rectangle objects are instantiated?
Rectangle rect1 = new Rectangle();
rect1.length = 4.0;
rect1.width = 2.0;
rect1 = new Rectangle(2.0, 1.0);
1) 0
3) 2
2) 1
4) 3
18. Which of the following is the best example of encapsulation?
1) A main function doing error-checking before setting a Rectangle’s instance
variables’ values.
2) A Rectangle having two instance variables: width and length.
3) A Rectangle object displaying its own data onscreen.
4) A Rectangle object setting its height value.
19. Which Java keyword indicates the inheritance relationship?
1) inherits
3) uses
2) imports
4) extends
20. Which language(s) use(s) the this keyword as a metaphor to refer to the current object
within that object’s context?
1) C# only
3) C# and Java
2) Java only
4) C#, Java, Objective-C
21. In the following code, which lines make up all of the accessor methods?
0 public class Bus {
1 private BankAccount ba;
2 private double fuelLeft;
3 private final double FUEL_MAX = 40.0;
4 private final double FUEL_COST = 3.54;
5 public Bus(BankAccount baRef) {
6 fuelLeft = 0;
7 ba = baRef;
8 }
9 public void fillTank() {
10 double cost = (FUEL_MAX - fuelLeft) * FUEL_COST;
11 if (ba.pay(cost) == true) {
12 fuelLeft = FUEL_MAX;
13 }
14 }
15 public double getFuelLeft() {
16 return fuelLeft;
17 }
18 }
1) Lines 9-14
3) Lines 9-17
2) Lines 15-17
4) Lines 5-8
20

22. Which of the following is a correct definition for a Rectangle class in Java?
1) public Rectangle class {
double length;
double width;
public double getArea() {
return length * width;
}
public double getPerimeter() {
return 2 * (length+width);
}
}
2) public Rectangle class {
double length;
double width;
public getArea():double {
return length * width;
}
public getPerimeter():double {
return 2 * (length+width);
}
}
3) public class Rectangle {
double length;
double width;
public double getArea() {
return length * width;
}
public double getPerimeter() {
return 2 * (length+width);
}
}
4) public class Rectangle {
double length;
double width;
public getArea():double {
return length * width;
}
public getPerimeter(): double {
return 2 * (length+width);
}
}
21

23. Using the concept of dynamic method invocation, where would the program first look for
a method?
1) The current class
2) The superclass
3) The root class
4) The program must explicitly state which class to check first
24. The following Javascript code is most likely in which tier of the Model-View-Controller
design pattern?
function calculate(){
var r =
parseFloat(document.getElementById('radius').value);
// Check for nonnumeric data
if(isNaN(r)){
document.getElementById('data').innerHTML = "Please enter
numbers only";
return;
}
// Check for negative data
if(r<=0){
document.getElementById('data').innerHTML = "Negative
numbers don't make sense";
return;
}
// Data is good
var myCircle = new Circle(r);
document.getElementById('data').innerHTML =
myCircle.getData();
}
1) Model
3) Controller
2) View
4) Unable to determine
25. In the following code, how many Rectangle objects are instantiated?
Rectangle
Rectangle
Rectangle
Rectangle
1) 0
2) 1

rect1;
rect2;
rect3 = null;
rect4 = new Rectangle(3.0, 1.5);
3) 2
4) 3
END OF EXAM
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LESSON 9004C
Chapter 4 - Google Android: App Inventor
Overview
Chapter 4 covers the App Inventor tool offered by Google. App Inventor is a tool that
allows developers to build Android apps from reusable, pre-defined code blocks. As
of this writing, App Inventor is in transition from being hosted by Google to being
hosted by MIT. You can keep track of the transition process here:
http://appinventoredu.mit.edu/
If you would like to host your own instance of App Inventor, information about
getting the required files and deploying them on your server can be found here:
http://appinventoredu.mit.edu/developers-blogs/andrew/2011/nov/runningyour-own-app-inventor-service
Objectives
In this chapter, you will learn to:
Describe the Android architecture
Use Google App Inventor to create Android apps
Use the App Inventor app designer
Use the App Inventor Blocks Editor
Use non-visible components
Incorporate messaging, locations, and media into an app
Deploy an app created with App Inventor

Chapter Notes
The text uses App Inventor to introduce app programming so that you don’t get
bogged down in installing a large tool and working with it. App Inventor is a Webbased IDE. It uses App Inventor to get you started without having to worry about
any syntax errors. Pieces either fit together or they don’t.
App Inventor was invented based on a couple of projects from MIT – the Scratch
programming language and the Code Blocks Editor. It is important to note that these
tools were developed so that non-programmers could create applications. The idea
was that anyone could create – but only a few could develop. The MIT tools allowed
far more people to develop.
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App Inventor is no different. You don’t write any code. What you do is snap together
blocks of code to create Android apps. The good news is that most of the
functionality of the device is accessible including things like text messaging, location
and telephony.
Although the App Inventor IDE is Web based, the emulator runs on the local
machine. For that reason, there is an installation routine that must be performed to
test on the emulator. Google has made the installation as painless as possible and
App Inventor accesses the emulator automatically once the installation takes place.
Your First App: Hello App Inventor
Two apps are created with App Inventor in this chapter including the traditional
Hello World app. The Hello World app helps you get used to the App Inventor tools.
Although it is a simple app, you get to practice with the design tools and the blocks
built into the tool. From a teaching viewpoint, App Inventor projects all follow the
coding process used all the time: design the UI, write code (in this case, drag and
drop blocks), test, and debug.
Advanced Android Apps: Where’s My Phone?
The second app demonstrates the capabilities of both App Inventor and Android
development in general. This app listens for specially formatted text messages and
replies to the sender of these methods with the GPS coordinates of the device. In
essence, it allows users to find their lost phone. In addition, it demonstrates how to
play sounds on a device.
Given the tools demonstrated in the Where’s My Phone app, many apps can be built.
You might consider what else you could create given access to the device’s GPS, text
messaging, and media capabilities; you’ll probably be surprised at the answers!
The last thing to note about App Inventor is that apps developed with it aren’t
allowed on the Android Market. At some point, that will change but, for now, there is
no way around it. App Inventor makes it very easy to sideload apps.
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Apps Lesson 9004C Exam
Please complete the following exam. You may use the electronic grading system for
quicker response. Simply log on to www.study-electronics.com and enter your
credentials. Once the exam has been submitted, your results will be returned within
72 hours. You may also e-mail your answers to faculty@cie-wc.edu, or fax them to
us at 1-216-781-0331. If you have any questions, please contact the Instruction
Department.
Multiple Choice
Identify the choice that best completes the statement or answers the question.

1. The block in the associated figure is an example of which type of Built-In blocks?
a. Math
c. Control
b. Logic
d. None of the above.

2. The block in the associated figure is an example of which type of Built-In blocks?
a. Math
c. Control
b. Logic
d. None of the above
3. Assume that the value of TextBox1 will be set to the value of the variable temp.
Which of the following sets of code will NOT set Label1.Text to the cube of the
Text value of TextBox1?
a.

b.
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c.

d.

4. Which of the following is NOT represented as a block?
a. Methods
c. Properties
b. Errors
d. Loops
5. Testing the graphical user interface (GUI) during the early stages of development is best
done using which of the following methods?
a. Desk-checking
c. On physical devices
b. Using the emulator
d. You can’t test the GUI.
6. What is the correct order to start the emulator in the Blocks Editor window?
a. Click ‘New emulator’, slide the green lock icon right to unlock, click ‘Connect to
Device’, and select the emulator to start your app.
b. Click ‘Connect to Device’, click ‘New emulator’, slide the green lock icon right to
unlock, and select the emulator to start your app.
c. Click ‘New emulator’, click ‘Connect to Device’, slide the green lock icon right to
unlock, and select the emulator to start your app.
d. Click ‘Connect to Device’, slide the green lock icon right to unlock, click ‘New
emulator’, and select the emulator to start your app.
7. What happens when you select the Show Barcode option from the Package for
Phone menu?
a. A label is created and printed.
b. The app is converted to JavaScript.
c. An image is created that shows a machine-readable URL pointing to the app.
d. Construction instructions for a UPC code are created in XML format.
8. Which section of the App Inventor workspace lists components available for use in your
app in expandable groups?
a. Toolbar
c. Components
b. Viewer
d. Palette
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9. What is the correct way to retrieve the value from a component named TextBox1?
a. TextBox1.Value
c. TextBox1.Text
b. TextBox1.getValue()
d. TextBox1.getText()
10. Which section of the App Inventor workspace allows the developer to modify certain
aspects of components?
a. Toolbar
c. Components
b. Media
d. Properties
11. What property is used to set the text displayed temporarily in a text box before a user
enters their own information?
a. Label
c. HoverText
Tip
b.
d. Hint
12. What is the default port number for the emulator?
a. 80
c. 5555
b. 5554
d. 5556
13. Tapping the screen registers what event in the Android SDK and App Inventor?
a. Tap
c. Touch
b. Press
d. Click
14. Which keyword is used by App Inventor to combine string literals?
a. Concatenate
c. Combine
Concat
b.
d. Join
15. Which term describes installing an app on a device or emulator?
a. Install
c. Deploy
b. Place
d. Implant
16. When using the Texting component, where do you find the block to include the
automatically included messageText argument?
a. Built-in
c. Advanced
b. My Blocks
d. Components
17. What happens to the grayed-out, temporary text displayed in a text box when a user
begins to enter information?
a. It disappears.
b. It is highlighted on click.
c. It stays until maually deleted.
d. It is replaced one character at a time while the user types.
18. For the MVC design pattern, what does MVC stand for?
a. Model-View-Controller
c. Modulate-Validate-Code
b. Main-Vice-Controller
d. Main-View-Code
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19. What happens when you select the Download to this Computer option from the
Package for Phone menu?
a. The Java source files are downloaded to the user’s computer.
b. The generated binary files are downloaded to the user’s computer.
c. A Java archive file, or .jar file, is downloaded to the user’s computer.
d. An Android package, or .apk file, is downloaded to the user’s computer.
20. The Blocks Editor is what type of application?
a. JavaScript
c. Java Web Start
b. Java
d. Eclipse Add-on
21. What is the name for components that are not displayed to the user?
a. Hidden
c. Spooled
b. Non-visible
d. Background
22. To add a string literal block to an app, on which tab do you find the Text block?
a. Built-in
c. Advanced
b. My Blocks
d. Components
23. Which section of the App Inventor workspace represents an Android phone’s screen?
a. Toolbar
c. Components
b. Viewer
d. Palette
24. What property is used to set the text that will display in an app’s top information bar?
a. Label
c. Title
b. Text
d. TopText
25. An app that is close to being completed is best tested using which of the following
methods?
a. Desk-checking
c. On physical devices
b. Using the emulator
d. Beta testing
END OF EXAM
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LESSON 9005C
Chapter 5 - Google Android: Motorola MOTODEV Studio
Overview
Chapter 5 covers Android development in the traditional way using a dedicated IDE
– in this case Motorola’s MOTODEV Studio for Android. I chose MOTODEV Studio
because it is a branded copy if IBM’s Eclipse IDE – the IDE supported by Google –
that includes specific tools for developing Android apps. It is a single install, making
it easy for students to install on their own machines. This is especially helpful when
running online sections of the class. Finally, MOTODEV Studio makes it easy to keep
developer tools up to date.
Objectives
In this chapter, you will learn to:
Distinguish between Eclipse and MOTODEV Studio
Use MOTODEV Studio to create Android apps
Create Android Services and Broadcast Receivers
Create a standard “Hello World” app that displays an alert message
Handle click and touch events
Write a basic game program that draws onscreen
Use the Java Timer and TimerTask classes
Create context menus
Store and retrieve app data
Play sounds in code
Use the Location API
Send and receive text (SMS) messages

Chapter Notes
Eclipse and MOTODEV Studio
We use Motorola’s MOTODEV Studio to write the code for two reasons: it is a single
install routine and it installs all of the necessary tools. MOTODEV Studio is a version
of IBM’s Eclipse with extra tools that make it easy to create Android apps.
It is important to note that Eclipse is the preferred tool for Android development.
Eclipse is a BIG program and discussion of its capabilities is largely outside of the
scope of this book. Rather, it covers just enough to give you the ability to create apps
with it. The Help files associated with Studio are those included with Eclipse. They
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do a better than average job at explaining how to use Eclipse beyond what is
covered in this chapter.
Your First Android App: Hello Android!
Chapter 5 offers three apps: Hello Android, DotSmasher, and Where’s My Phone.
The Hello Android project is the traditional first project used in learning any new
software development concept. It teaches you how to create a UI, get input from
users, and handle events triggered by users.
Advanced Android Apps: DotSmasher
DotSmasher is a game app that coarsely mimics a digital version of whack-a-mole. A
square is drawn on the screen randomly. Users try to touch the square before it is
redrawn elsewhere. Each time the user touches the square, the score is increased.
DotSmasher is a traditional game program in that it draws objects on the screen,
gathers input from users, and updates the objects at regular intervals. This game
loop is accomplished by subclassing Java objects to provide custom behavior.
Packaging and Deploying Apps in MOTODEV Studio
The chapter also covers how to package and deploy apps. You learn how to digitally
sign your apps in Studio, which makes them eligible for distribution on the Android
marketplace.
Advanced Android Apps: Where’s My Phone?
Where’s My Phone? is an app that introduces you to Android Broadcast Receivers. It
is the first app that performs services in the background. It waits for incoming text
messages to arrive, checks their content and, if the content matches a pre-defined
phrase, returns the location of the receiving device. In addition, you learn how to
display alerts, store and retrieve data for the app, and play sounds. It is the code
version of the App Inventor version of the same app.
Both the Hello World and Dotsmasher apps are developed on all of the platforms
(including as Web apps using HTML and JavaScript) discussed in the text. The
Where’s My Phone App cannot be created on other platforms for security reasons:
text messages cannot be sent programmatically on the other platforms as they can
on Android. This is due to the robust permissions mechanism inherent in Android.
Developers can ask for permission to access resources. Users grant those
permissions as they see fit. If a user is uncomfortable with granting access, they can
simply deny permission and not install the app.
The permissions process is what separates Android development from the other
platforms in the book. It would be a good idea for you to explore all of the
permissions available and try to think of possible apps for at least a handful of them.
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Apps Lesson 9005C Exam
Please complete the following exam. You may use the electronic grading system for
quicker response. Simply log on to www.study-electronics.com and enter your
credentials. Once the exam has been submitted, your results will be returned within
72 hours. You may also e-mail your answers to faculty@cie-wc.edu, or fax them to
us at 1-216-781-0331. If you have any questions, please contact the Instruction
Department.
Multiple Choice
Identify the choice that best completes the statement or answers the question.
1. Which of the following is NOT included in the class definition?
a. The class name
c. Instance variable declaration
b. Accessor methods
d. Instance method definition
2. Which is the correct argument sent to the onOptionsItemSelected method to
make menu items useful?
a. Activity act
c. Menu menu
Class
clss
b.
d. MenuItem item
3. Which is the escape character used in Java’s String object?
a. Percentage sign (%)
c. Backslash (\)
b. Tilde (~)
d. Forward slash (/)
4. What does JDE stand for?
a. Java Development in Eclipse
b. Java Designer for Eclipse

c. Java Development Environment
d. Java Designer Environment

5. Which is the correct argument sent to the onCreateOptionsMenu method to provide
your own menu behavior?
a. Activity act
c. Menu menu
b. Class clss
d. MenuItem item
6. Which of the following is NOT part of the Java class declaration?
a. Name the class.
c. Declare any inherited classes.
b. Import external resources.
d. Declare any implemented interfaces.
7. In the following onOptionsItemSelected() method, which id is most likely
associated with starting a new session?
public boolean onOptionsItemSelected(MenuItem item) {
switch (item.getItemId()) {
case R.id.item1:
new();
return true;
case R.id.item2:
open();
return true;
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case R.id.item3:
close();
return true;
case R.id.item4:
info();
return true;
default:
return super.onOptionsItemSelected(item);
}
}
a.
b.
c.
d.

item1
item2
item4
none, it will be handled by the default case

8. Which of the following is the LEAST common in game programming?
a. Gathering input from the user
b. Rendering objects on screen
c. Retrieving data from a database
d. Managing data processing and rendering the display with a loop
9. One feature of the Eclipse editor is showing or hiding blocks of code, which makes it
easier to scroll through source code. Which of the following is the correct name for this
in Eclipse?
a. Code folding
c. Expand/Collapse
b. Section hiding
d. Open/close
10. How much does it cost to deploy an Android application to the Android Market?
a. $0
c. $50
b. $25
d. $100
11. The Timer class method schedule uses which of the following units for its delay
value?
a. Hours
c. Seconds
b. Minutes
d. Milliseconds
12. Which of the following is NOT true when overriding a method?
a. The subclass is given a method of the same signature as a superclass method.
b. The superclass method is hidden when called from the subclass.
c. The superclass method can no longer be used.
d. You can override any method of the superclass.
13. Which interface should be used to handle the button press event?
a. OnPressListener
c. pressListener
b. OnClickListener
d. clickListener
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14. A constructor is the same as any other method definition EXCEPT for what?
a. A constructor includes an optional argument list.
b. A constructor includes an optional access modifier, usually public.
c. A constructor includes a return type.
d. A constructor places arguments within parentheses ().
15. Which of the following is the correct final line of code in the definition of the quit()
method?
a. finish();
b. finish(this);
c. return finish();
d. return 0; //meaning finished without error.
16. What is the text displayed on the canvas after the execution of the following code?
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
a.
b.

super.onDraw(canvas);
Paint dotPaint = new Paint();
dotPaint.setColor(Color.RED);
canvas.drawRect(dotX, dotY, dotX + 20, dotY + 20,
dotPaint);
a = 1;
b = 2;
a = b;
b = a;
canvas.drawText(“a: “+a+“| b: “+b, 20, 20, dotPaint);
a: 1|b: 1
c. a: 1|b: 2
a: 2|b: 1
d. a: 2|b: 2

17. In the following onOptionsItemSelected() method, which id is most likely
associated with accessing the application’s help page?
public boolean onOptionsItemSelected(MenuItem item) {
switch (item.getItemId()) {
case R.id.item1:
new();
return true;
case R.id.item2:
open();
return true;
case R.id.item3:
close();
return true;
case R.id.item4:
info();
return true;
default:
return super.onOptionsItemSelected(item);
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}
}
a.
b.
c.
d.

item1
item2
item4
none, it will be handled by the default case

18. How are the properties of each component stored?
a. Class instance variables and their values in Java
b. Comma separated values in a plain text file.
c. Key/value pairs called attributes in JSON
d. Key/value pairs called attributes in XML
19. Which of the following could never be found in the file NewClass.java?
a. public NewClass() {
message = “Hello World!”;
}
b. public String title = “New Class”;
c. public void doSomething() {
doSomethingElse();
}
d. public OtherClass() {
message = “Hello, World! Good to see you again!”;
}
20. What interface is included in the following code?
public class DotSmasherCanvas extends View implements
OnTouchListener {
int dotX, dotY, score;
//Other code here
}
a. class DotSmasherCanvas
c. class OnTouchListener
b. class View
d. class int
21. Which of following is the correct term for a piece of information used to activate an
Activity, Service, or Broadcast Receiver?
a. Intent
c. Content Provider
b. IntentFilter
d. Bundle
22. Which is the correct definition of the term refactoring?
a. Reducing a trinomial to a set of binomials
b. Rewriting code to make it better without changing its behavior
c. Rewriting code to add forgotten functionality or to remove unnecessary
functionality
d. Rewriting code to fix broken functionality
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23. What is inherited in the following code?
public class DotSmasherCanvas extends View implements
OnTouchListener {
int dotX, dotY, score;
//Other code here
}
a. class DotSmasherCanvas
c. class OnTouchListener
class
View
b.
d. class int
24. Which of the following is an advantage of Motorola’s MOTODEV Studio over App
Inventor?
a. MOTODEV allows you to develop more sophisticated Android Apps.
b. MOTODEV can be used by nonprogrammers.
c. MOTODEV allows you to develop for iOS in addition to Android.
d. MOTODEV is more intuitive to use.
25. Which of the following components does the Where’s My Phone? app use while waiting
for a text message in the background?
a. Activities
c. Broadcast Receivers
b. Services
d. Content Providers
END OF EXAM
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LESSON 9006C
Chapter 6 - Apple iOS
Overview
Chapter 6 covers Apple iOS. It begins with a look at Objective-C. Objective-C is
different enough from Java and C# that it warrants discussion. A Hello World app is
developed in addition to Hello iPhone and Button Chaser. Since iOS disallows
sending text messages programmatically, a simple app utilizing the Location
Services is also covered.
Objectives
In this chapter, you will learn to:
Write code with Objective-C
Compare Objective-C syntax and metaphors with Java syntax and metaphors
Manage memory in Objective-C
Describe the iOS development process
Use Xcode and Interface Builder to create iOS apps
Make use of delegates
Use the Delegate and Model-View-Controller design patterns
Run apps in the iOS simulator

Chapter Notes
The author used Xcode 4 on OS X 10.6 to create the screen captures. The version of
Xcode you use will depend on your version of OS X. Xcode 4 is only available for
10.6+. You’ll need to use Xcode 3 if you are on OS X 10.5 or earlier. See the Appendix
for information about the differences between the two. The biggest difference
between Xcode 3 and 4 is that Interface Builder is built into Xcode 4 whereas it is a
separate application in Xcode 3. For all intents and purposes, though, the
development cycle will remain the same regardless of the version.
An Objective-C Primer
Chapter 6 begins with a quick look at Objective-C. Since most of you might not have
seen Objective-C prior to taking this course, it might a good idea to research how
Objective-C differs from the other languages in the book:
File structure – 2 files vs. 1
Weak typing
Protocols vs. Interfaces
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Categories
Messaging vs. Method Calling
Infix Notation
Garbage Collection
The book further used Java for comparisons, but the differences between Java and
C# are so small that either language could be used. Conceptually, using Objective-C
is identical to using any programming language. It’s just that Objective-C looks much
different than the languages that most of you have used before. Getting used to the
differences is trivial once it is realized that all of the languages essentially do the
same things: import necessary libraries, create objects, call methods, and process
results.
Back to the Beginning
Objective-C is different enough that I thought it warranted an additional iOS app –
the traditional Hello World app. This is the simplest demonstration I could think of
and, hopefully, it gets you ready to write apps using Apple’s tools. The process for
writing the app is the same as any other iOS app: Create a project, Build a UI, Add
functionality, Build and Test. Students are introduced to the iOS simulator.
Moving Forward: Hello iPhone!
After creating Hello World, the next section covers the Hello iPhone app that mimics
the Hello Android app built in Chapter 5. The discussion begins with a look at the
artifacts built by Xcode to support your app. Then, you are shown how to use a
ViewController to create the UI for an app. Interface Builder – the iOS UI design tool
– is introduced and you are led through creating the UI for the app.
One of the glaring differences between developing for iOS and for the other
platforms, is that Xcode keeps track of the relationship between code and design
elements. This is accomplished by wiring the design components in Interface
Builder to the code written in Xcode. When an app doesn’t behave as expected, the
first place to look is in the File’s Owner dialog box to make sure that the wiring is
done correctly. It may be something as simple as saving the XIB file. If it isn’t, you
might want to re-do the wiring to make sure you did it correctly.
Advanced iOS Apps: ButtonChaser
The ButtonChaser app is slightly different than the DotSmasher Android app. UI
elements were chosen for the objects on the screen simply so that you could
practice using Interface Builder and wiring design components to code elements.
The result is something that is better looking as well as easier to create. The
functionality of the two apps is identical – users chase a spot on the screen around,
trying to touch it. From a developer’s perspective, and especially from a new
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developer’s perspective, you will most likely have a much easier time with this app
than with the Android version.
Since iOS doesn’t allow SMS messages to be sent programmatically, Where’s My
Phone won’t work. iOS does, however, expose some robust Location features and
the LocationExample app shows you how to use them. The example also introduces
students to the Single-view app template. In addition, you are shown how to add
existing frameworks to their apps. Although implementing a protocol is discussed
briefly in the Hello iPhone app, the LocationExample provides a more robust
example of implementing a protocol.
One of the things useful when using Xcode is that you can decide whether you will
write code or design the UI for an app in any order you like. Xcode is flexible enough
to allow you to work intuitively. That is, if you begin thinking about an app in terms
of variables, you can create the header file prior to the XIB file – and vice versa if you
begin thinking of an app in terms of the UI.
Packaging and Deploying iOS Apps
Packaging and deploying iOS apps is pretty straightforward. It has actually gotten
easier for developers as the tools have evolved. Having said that, practically
speaking, deploying iOS apps is much more difficult than deploying Android or
WinPhone 7 apps. Apple makes it much more difficult to test on devices as well.
They force developers to jump through hoops that the other platforms don’t. Details
can be found here:
http://developer.apple.com/library/ios/#documentation/Xcode/Conceptual/ios_d
evelopment_workflow/35Distributing_Applications/distributing_applications.html#//apple_ref/doc/uid/TP4
0007959-CH10-SW2
Finally, even if you follow all of the instructions, Apple reserves the right to reject
your app.
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Apps Lesson 9006C Exam
Please complete the following exam. You may use the electronic grading system for
quicker response. Simply log on to www.study-electronics.com and enter your
credentials. Once the exam has been submitted, your results will be returned within
72 hours. You may also e-mail your answers to faculty@cie-wc.edu, or fax them to
us at 1-216-781-0331. If you have any questions, please contact the Instruction
Department.
Multiple Choice
Identify the choice that best completes the statement or answers the question.
1. Which of the following is NOT a development tool used for iOS development?
1) Eclipse
3) iOS SDK
2) Interface Builder
4) Xcode
2. In Objective-C, you can add methods to any object you want, including those objects for
which you don’t have the source code, via which alternative to subclassing?
1) Appending methods
3) Merging classes
2) Adding categories
4) Inclusion of classes

3. Which of the following is NOT used to create the display shown in the accompanying
figure?
1) A UIButton
3) An int
2) A UILabel
4) An NSTimer
4. Which of the following frameworks/libraries should you add to an application that
retrieves and displays your GPS coordinates?
1) CoreData.framework
3) CFNetwork.framework
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2) CoreMotion.framework

4) CoreLocation.framework

5. Which line in the following code does NOT include an error?
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
1)
2)

-(void)foo{
a = 1;
b * 2;
a = b * a
b = pow(a);
scoreLabel.text = “a: “ + a + “|b: “ + b;
}
Line 2
3) Line 4
Line 3
4) Line 5

6. How much does it cost to deploy your first app for the iOS architecture?
1) $0
2) $25

3) $99
4) $25 per application

7. Which line in the following code contains a syntax error?
0 -(void)processHit:sender{
1 score += 1;
2 NSString *scoreString = [[NSString alloc] :
initWithFormat:@”Score: %d”, score];
3 scoreLabel.text = scoreString;
4 }
1) Line 0
3) Line 2
2) Line 1
4) Line 3
8. A(n) ____ is a collection of assets, including header files, images, sounds and libraries
for performing a certain task.
1) asset library
3) framework
2) collection
4) module
9. What is the text displayed by scoreLabel after the execution of the following code?
0
1
2
3
4
1)
2)

a = 1;
b = 2;
a = b;
b = a;
scoreLabel.text = “a: “ + a + “| b: “ + b;
a: 1|b: 1
3) a: 1|b: 2
a: 2|b: 1
4) a: 2|b: 2

10. Which of the following is the correct extension for an Interface Builder file?
1) IB
3) IF
2) IFB
4) XIB
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11. The Xcode IDE runs on which computer architectures?
1) Intel-based Macs with OS X 10.6.7 or later
2) Intel-based PCs with Microsoft Windows 7
3) Both A and B
4) Neither A nor B
12. Which of the following is NOT true of Objective-C?
1) Objective-C is case sensitive.
2) The developer is responsible for allocating and initializing memory.
3) The developer is responsible for assigning the type of data to each variable.
4) The NS prefix is for NextStep developed code.
13. Which of the following is NOT a part of the common development cycle for iOS apps?
1) Creation of a subclass of the UIViewController class
2) Retrieving a View object from the UIViewController
3) Instantiating an object of the created UIViewController subclass
4) Displaying the retrieved View in a window

14. Which of the following is NOT included in the accompanying figure?
1) a UITextField
3) a NSString
2) a UILabel
4) a UIButton
15. Which line in the following code feature includes a syntax error?
0 -(void)sayHello:(id)sender {
1 self.string = textField.text;
2 NSString *greeting = [NSString alloc]
initWithFormat:@”Hello, %@!”, self.string;
3 label.text = greeting;
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4 }
1) Line 0
2) Line 1

3) Line 2
4) Line 3

16. Which of the following design patterns are commonly seen in an iOS app?
1) Delegate
3) Both A and B
2) MVC
4) Neither A nor B
17. Which line in the following code does NOT include an error?
0
1
2
3
4
5
1)
2)

if (theTextField == textField){
[textField resignFirstResponder]
} else if (theTextField == someOtherTextField){
[someOtherTextField resignFirstResponder]
}
return YES
Line 1
3) Line 3
Line 2
4) Line 5

18. Which of the following is an example of correct Objective-C code with infix notation?
1) Circle myCircle = new Circle(2.0);
2) Circle *myCircle = [[Circle alloc] initWithRadius:2.0];
3) Circle *myCircle = [Circle alloc];
4) Circle *myCircle = [[Circle alloc] 2.0];
19. The implementation file ends with what file extension?
1) .i
3) .m
2) .h
4) .imp
20. Which keyword is used when the developer wants to use the default getters and setters?
1) synthesize
3) setup
2) property
4) auto_mod
21. Which is the default simulator in Xcode 4?
1) iPhone 4
3) iPhone 3.1.2
2) iPad 2
4) iPad 5.0
22. Which of the following is the most likely final line to the drawRect:(CGRect) rect)
method?
-(void) drawRect:(CGRect) rect{
NSString *hello = @”Hello, World!”;
CGPoint location = CGPointMake(10, 20);
UIFont *font
= [UIFont systemFontOfSize:24.0];
[[UIColor whiteColor] set];
}
1) hello(drawAtPoint:location withFont:font);
2) hello[drawAtPoint:loation withFont:font];
3) [hello (drawAtPoint:location withFont:font)]
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4) [hello drawAtPoint:location withFont:font];
23. Which of the following is NOT one of the three pillars of object-oriented programming?
1) Inheritance
3) Abstraction
2) Polymorphism
4) Encapsulation
24. Which of the following is NOT true of Objective-C?
1) Instance methods include the - character
2) Class methods include the + character
3) The main() method includes the + character
4) Methods with the - character are only called by an object on its own data
25. How much do developers earn on paid apps sold in the iTunes App Store?
1) $0
3) 50% of the price
2) $1 per download
4) 70% of the price
END OF EXAM
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LESSON 9007C
Chapter 7 - Microsoft Windows Phone 7
Overview
Chapter 7 explores Windows Phone 7. It introduces students to C#, Visual Studio,
and the WinPhone 7 development process.
Objectives
In this chapter, you will learn to:
Compare C# with Java and Objective-C
Work with properties in C#
Use Visual Studio 2010 Express
Create Silverlight apps for Windows Phone 7
Use the XAML language to create user interfaces for Windows Phone 7 apps
Code events and event handlers with Visual Studio 2010
Use the Delegate design pattern to create events and event handlers in C#
Run apps in the Windows Phone 7 emulator
Package and deploy Windows Phone 7 apps
Create and send an SMS (text) message
Use the Windows Phone 7 Location service

Chapter Notes
A Quick Look at C#
Chapter 7 begins with a quick look at C#. Note that C# is the most advanced
language covered in the book. The comparison with Java is inevitable: think of C# as
Java with capital letters! Just as Java was invented to address C++ shortcomings, C#
was invented to address some of Java’s shortcomings. The text covers C# properties
as an example of addressing a need in Java and implementing something better.
Your First Windows Phone 7 App: Hello Windows!
The Hello Windows app is probably the easiest app for you in the book. This is
because of the way Visual Studio allows developers to focus on what an app does –
not how it is done. This is important as Visual Studio is one of the most forwardlooking IDE used in the book. By allowing developers to concentrate on the
functionality of the app, Windows Phone 7 apps have become the easiest to create.
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While the development tools for Windows Phone 7 are top-notch, but the emulator
has been known to be a bit lacking. You might like the extra controls – especially for
location-based app testing. Unfortunately, in many cases the display is slow and
using the mouse to enter text during testing to be excruciating time consuming.
Hopefully, by the time you read this, the emulator will have been improved.
Advanced Windows Phone 7 Apps: ButtonChaser
The author built the ButtonChaser for Windows Phone 7 in the same fashion as the
iOS version. It uses UI components as the objects of the program rather than
drawing directly on the screen. The reasons for this are identical to those for the iOS
version – with the addition of you knowing that it could now be done this way.
There are two concepts that need to be covered carefully – both of which involve
using Visual Studio to help you write code. First, it uses Visual Studio to
demonstrate to you how it can be possible to browse pertinent parts of the
documentation. Visual Studio shows you all of the method signatures for a given
object in a scrollable list. It’s important that you know how to use an object, not how
many different ways a method is overridden.
The second concept is that Visual Studio can help you create the non-visual events in
the program in addition to the visual ones. This is evident in how Visual Studio helps
you implement the Timer_Tick event delegate. Again, it is important that you should
know that you need to implement the Tick event. It is even more important that you
know what should happen in the Tick event.
Before demonstrating Windows Phone 7’s Location Services, the text gives a very
brief overview of Launchers and provide a small-scale example of using the SMS
Launcher. You might want to explore this some more and investigate some of the
things Launchers can do such as sending email, accessing the marketplace, playing
supported media, initializing a phone call, and browsing the Web. Follow the link in
the chapter beneath the example to find out more.
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ff769550%28v=VS.92%29.aspx
The Location Services example is pretty straightforward. It mimics the iOS version
and, like the iOS version, shows you how to add pre-existing libraries to their
projects. There is an emphasis on the extra tools in the emulator – especially as they
let users scroll around the map to set the location!
Packaging and Deploying Windows Phone 7 Apps
Like almost everything else, Visual Studio makes packaging your app for
deployment easy. The process is relatively painless – it is simply a matter of
changing the project configuration and rebuilding the project.
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Apps Lesson 9007C Exam
Please complete the following exam. You may use the electronic grading system for
quicker response. Simply log on to www.study-electronics.com and enter your
credentials. Once the exam has been submitted, your results will be returned within
72 hours. You may also e-mail your answers to faculty@cie-wc.edu, or fax them to
us at 1-216-781-0331. If you have any questions, please contact the Instruction
Department.
Multiple Choice
Identify the choice that best completes the statement or answers the question.
1. Which of the following is the most advanced programming language?
1) C
3) Objective-C
2) C#
4) Java
2. Which of the following is the most fully-featured IDE for Windows Phone 7
development?
1) Visual Studio 2010
2) Xcode 4
3) MOTODEV Studio
4) Visual Studio 2010 Express for Windows Phone
3. Which of the following is a .NET Framework-powered development platform for
creating interactive apps for the Web, desktops, and mobile devices?
1) Silverlight
3) Windows Phone SDK
2) XNA
4) C#
4. How much does it cost to develop applications for Windows Phone 7?
1) $0
3) $99
2) $25
4) $25 per application
5. Which of the following is a featured integration provided by Silverlight?
1) Google Maps
3) Amazon Kindle books
2) Ebay Mobile
4) Windows Phone 7 Series core features
6. Which of the following is not provided by the Silverlight for Windows Phone plug-in?
1) Hardware-accelerated video
3) Bing search support
2) Camera and microphone support
4) Multitouch support with
Accelerometer
7. What keyword is used to include external packages to a C# class file?
1) extend
3) include
2) import
4) using
8. Which keyword is analogous to the Java package keyword, used to bundle assets for
reuse?
1) collection
3) package
2) namespace
4) repository
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9. In Java, developers declare private data members and grant access using public getter and
setter methods, giving other sections of code no direct access to the data members. In
Objective-C, everything is public, and properties are created through the @property
directive. How does C# handle these issues?
1) C# allows you to restrict access to data members
2) C# allows you to create and implement your own properties
3) Both A and B
4) Neither A nor B
10. Which of the following is an appropriate use of the Radius property of the myCircle
object in C#?
1) myCircle.Radius.set = 2.0;
2) myCircle.Radius.set(2.0);
3) myCircle.setRadius(2.0);
4) myCircle.Radius = 2.0;
11. Which of the following languages are case sensitive?
1) C#
3) Objective-C
2) Java
4) All of the above
12. Which of the following terms is defined as a group of files containing one or more
projects?
1) package
3) namespace
2) collection
4) solution
13. What does XAML stand for?
1) Extensible Application Markup
Language
2) Extended Application Markup
Language

3) Extensible Application Markup
Library
4) Extended Application Markup Library

14. The text shown on a button is set by which of the following properties?
1) Content
3) TextField
2) Text
4) Value
15. How does the developer start the Windows Phone Emulator?
1) Pressing the Run button.
2) Pressing the Debug button.
3) Pressing the Start button.
4) Selecting Run with debugging from the Run... menu.
16. What is the name given to the code completion feature of Visual Studio 2010?
1) Quick Complete
3) Intelligence
2) Code Complete
4) IntelliSense
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17. What library must be imported to use the DispatcherTimer class?
1) System.Util.DispatcherTimer
2) System.Windows.DispatcherTimer
3) System.Util.Threading
4) System.Windows.Threading
18. What is the file extension for the code file behind every XAML node?
1) .cb
3) .cs
2) .cfb
4) .csb
19. Which of the following is the correct procedure to initialize a random number generator?
1) random = Random();
3) random = Random(new);
2) random = new Random();
4) random = Random(“new”);
20. What is the file extension for the Silverlight Application File that will be submitted to the
Windows Phone Marketplace?
1) .wp7
3) .sap
2) .wp
4) .xap
21. How much does it cost to submit your apps to the Windows Phone Marketplace?
1) $0
3) $99 annually
2) $25 annually
4) $25 per app
22. What kinds of apps does the App Hub annual membership entitle a developer to submit
for sale in the Windows Phone Marketplace?
1) Silverlight and XNA apps for Windows Phone
2) Silverlight apps for Windows Phone
3) Silverlight and XNA apps for Windows Phone and XNA games for Xbox Live
4) Silverlight apps for Windows Phone and XNA games for Xbox Live
23. What does DLL stand for?
1) Dynamic Link Location
2) Dynamic Logical Location

3) Dynamic Link Library
4) Dynamic Logical Library

24. Which line in the following code includes an error?
0 aWidth = (int)e.NewSize.Width;
1 aHeight = (int)e.NewSize.Height;
2 int x = random.Next(aWidth) - (int)button1.ActualWidth;
3 int y = random.Next(aHeight) - (int)button1.ActualWidth;
1) Line 0
3) Line 2
2) Line 1
4) Line 3
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25. What is the text displayed by the ResultTextBlock after the execution of the
following code?
0
1
2
3
4
1)
2)

int a = 1;
int b = 2;
a = b;
b = a;
ResultTextBlock.Text = “a: “ + a + “| b: “ + b;
a: 1|b: 1
3) a: 1|b: 2
a: 2|b: 1
4) a: 2|b: 2
END OF EXAM
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LESSON 9008C
Chapter 8 - Web Applications
Overview
Chapter 8 covers writing Web applications for smartphones. The chapter includes
brief overviews of web technologies: HTML, CSS, and JavaScript. The chapter also
demonstrates how to launch platform emulators without using the coding tools and
then loading web pages into the emulator browser.
Objectives
In this chapter, you will learn to:
Determine when users access your Web pages with a mobile device
Choose tools for creating Web page files
Use File Transfer Protocol to upload files to a Web server
Use JavaScript as the programming language for Web pages
Design and create JavaScript objects
Use HTML and CSS as the view layer in Web pages
Test Web pages in different emulators

Chapter Notes
Developing for Mobile Browsers
The first section introduces you to some specific problems with writing Web pages
for small devices. Problems include:
Browser differences
Determining when your page is accessed by small devices
Generic look of Web apps vs. native apps
Generating revenue
Choosing an Editor
The next section helps you to set up a development environment. One of the things
about doing Web development on any platform is the variety of tools that can be
used. Unlike creating native apps, where the developer is pretty much stuck with a
standard IDE, Web apps can be created with tools chosen by the developer. There
are three development tool types that are needed: A text editor for creating Web
files, a browser for testing, and an FTP tool to transfer files to the Web server.
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When writing Web pages for small devices, you should to test them in the browser
associated with the platform you are targeting. So, if you are targeting an Android
device, testing should be done in Chrome. iOS testing should be done in Safari.
Windows Phone 7 testing should be done in IE.
Having said that, since the one thing developers can’t really control is the device
used to view the page, testing should be done in as many browsers as possible. In
fact, the author tends to test in Firefox – simply because it is the derivative of the
browser whose company invented JavaScript – Netscape. Firefox has the best
JavaScript debugging tools and can be used as the first line of defense when creating
Web pages.
A Quick Look at Web Technologies
The next section covers the languages used for creating Web apps. If you start
thinking about the MVC pattern in the context of HTML, CSS, and JavaScript, you will
have succeeded. Creating Web files isn’t all that difficult – it certainly is less difficult
than Java, Objective-C, and C#.
Your First Web App: Hello Web!
The Hello Web app mirrors that of the other apps done previously. The author used
Brinkster to upload the app for testing. Some of you may not like it and we
encourage you to get Web space wherever you’d like. The important thing is to
make sure you state the URL so it can be tested as remote work from our device or
emulator.
Testing Web Apps in Emulators
The section on testing in the emulators is straightforward. You should be able to test
your work in all three emulators. Of course, testing should be done on the desktop
prior to testing in the emulators. The emulators don’t provide as robust testing tools
as desktop browsers do. The good news is that Android and iOS use the same
renderer: WebKit. Windows Phone 7 uses a mobile version of IE. Students should
test on Google Chrome prior to testing on the Android emulator, on Apple Safari
prior to testing on the iOS simulator, and on Internet Explorer prior to testing on the
Windows Phone 7 emulator.
Advanced Web App: DotSmasher
The DotSmasher Web app is identical to the ButtonChaser apps done for iOS and
Windows Phone 7. Be sure that you note the fact that there is one set of files that
works identically on all three platforms. This should sound like a great idea – and it
is. Remember that developers have a hard time selling apps that are Web-based, and
that Apple is notorious for rejecting apps that have content solely on the Web.
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Apps Lesson 9008C Exam
Please complete the following exam. You may use the electronic grading system for
quicker response. Simply log on to www.study-electronics.com and enter your
credentials. Once the exam has been submitted, your results will be returned within
72 hours. You may also e-mail your answers to faculty@cie-wc.edu, or fax them to
us at 1-216-781-0331. If you have any questions, please contact the Instruction
Department.
Multiple Choice
Identify the choice that best completes the statement or answers the question.
1. Which files types correspond to the View and Controller tiers of the MVC design
pattern?
1) HTML and CSS provide the View tier, while JavaScript combined with the event
attributes in HTML provides the Controller view.
2) HTML provides the View tier, while JavaScript and CSS provide the Controller
view.
3) HTML and JavaScript provide the View tier, while CSS combined with the event
attributes in HTML provides the Controller view.
4) CSS provides the View tier, while JavaScript combined with HTML provides the
Controller view.
2. What are the names of the two parts of a CSS declaration?
1) selector and declaration
3) attribute and value
2) property and value
4) key and value
3. What is the extension used for JavaScript files?
1) .j
3) .js
2) .s
4) .java
4. Which of the following is NOT true of Web development for mobile?
1) Sites must be fast loading and easy to navigate.
2) A mobile web page, completely separate from the desktop version, is often created.
3) The languages used to create mobile sites are different than their desktop
equivalents.
4) Users are often automatically redirected to a mobile version of a site.
5. What does FTP stand for?
1) File Transmission Process
2) Fast Transfer Process

3) Fast Transmission Protocol
4) File Transfer Protocol
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6. Which of the following is correct about the differences between how a compiled
language and an interpreted language are translated from English-like commands to
machine language?
1) A compiled language is translated once, and an interpreted language is interpreted
each time the code executes.
2) An interpreted language is translated once, and a compiled language is interpreted
each time the code executes.
3) Both 1 and 2
4) Neither 1 nor 2
7. Which line in the following code includes a syntax error?
0 function moveImage(top, left){
1 document.getElementById(‘image’).style.top = top;
2 document.getElementByID(‘image’).style.left = left;
3 }
1) Line 0
2) Line 1
8. What does DOM stand for?
1) Dynamic Object Model
2) Document Object Model

3) Line 2
4) No line contains an error
3) Dynamic Object Markup
4) Document Object Markup

9. What symbol is used to separate the two parts of a CSS declaration?
1) Equals sign (=)
3) Arrow (=>)
2) Colon (:)
4) Pipe (|)
10. What does CSS stand for?
1) Cascading Style Sheets
2) Central Style Sheets

3) Cascading Styling Standard
4) Central Styling Standard

11. What are the names of the two parts of a CSS rule?
1) selector and declaration
3) attribute and value
2) property and value
4) key and value
12. How is a random number generated in JavaScript?
1) Math.Random()
3) math.Random()
2) Math.random()
4) math.random()
13. Which of the following is NOT a derivative of C?
1) C#
3) Java
2) Objective-C
4) JavaScript
14. Of the following Web browsers, which browser should be the first to be used to test the
application?
1) Chrome
3) Internet Explorer
2) Firefox
4) Safari
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15. What is the name of the environment manipulator add-on for Firefox, which can be used
to simulate different user environments?
1) Webkit
3) Firebug
2) Web Developer
4) Filezilla
16. If the second argument to a call of setTimeout is 1000, how long will the code wait
to execute the instructions given by the first argument?
1) 1 millisecond
3) 1 minute
2) 1 second
4) 1 hour
17. Which line in the following code does NOT include a syntax error?
0 #scoreLabel {
1 font-family: Arial,Helvetica,sans-serif;
2 color: #00099;
3 position; absolute;
4 top: 10px
5 left: 10px;
6 }
1) Line 1
2) Line 2

3) Line 3
4) Line 4

18. How do you implement a separate stylesheet for mobile devices?
1) In the HTML declaration, add media=”handheld” to indicate that a specific
style sheet should be used for handheld or small devices.
2) In the HTML declaration, add media=”mobile” to indicate that a specific style
sheet should be used for handheld or small devices.
3) In the CSS stylesheet rules, add media=”handheld” to indicate that a specific
style sheet should be used for handheld or small devices.
4) In the CSS stylesheet rules, add media=”mobile” to indicate that a specific
style sheet should be used for handheld or small devices.
19. What does XHTML stand for?
1) Extreme HTML
2) Extensible HTML

3) Expanded HTML
4) Enhanced HTML

20. What is the definition of a Web Application?
1) A single resource file on a publicly accessible server that provides some sort of
functionality
2) A collection of resources on a publicly accessible server that provides some sort of
functionality
3) A single resource file on a private server that provides some sort of functionality
4) A collection of resources on a private server that provides some sort of
functionality
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21. What is the name of the open-source rendering engine developed as a derivative of the
Linux Konqueror browser’s KHTML engine?
1) Rootkit
3) Webkit
2) Konqkit
4) JSKit
22. What is the name of the JavaScript debugger add-on for Firefox?
1) Webkit
3) Firebug
2) Web Developer
4) Filezilla
23. What does HTML stand for?
1) Hypertext Markup Language
2) Hot Text Markup Language

3) Hypertext Modification Language
4) Hot Text Modification Language

24. What is the CSS property that controls text’s color?
1) color
3) foreground-color
font-color
2)
4) text-color
25. Which of the following is NOT a server-side technology?
1) PHP
3) JavaScript
2) JSP
4) ASP
END OF EXAM
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LESSON 9009C
Chapter 9 - Cross-Platform Development with PhoneGap
Overview
Chapter 9 introduces PhoneGap – an open-source, cross-platform tool for creating
native apps using Web technologies. PhoneGap allows developers to create their
apps using HTML, CSS, and JavaScript and helps developers package their apps into
native-language products.
Objectives
In this chapter, you will learn to:
Create cross-platform smartphone apps with PhoneGap
Create PhoneGap projects for Android and iOS
Use different strategies for PhoneGap development
Use existing Web projects to create native apps built with PhoneGap
Create Web files in MOTODEV Studio and Xcode
Add existing files to projects in MOTODEV Studio and Xcode
Use the PhoneGap Geolocation API
Use an Android handset in MOTODEV Studio

Chapter Notes
Introducing PhoneGap
The book covers how to create PhoneGap apps for Android and iOS. As of the
writing of the book, Windows Phone 7 was in beta. Almost certainly, it is now
supported. If you choose to cover PhoneGap in relation to Windows Phone 7, it
shouldn’t be all that hard.
Chapter 9, with the exception of the GeoLocation example, is very mechanical. The
code is identical to the code used in Chapter 8 – so you won’t have to create new
files. They can use existing files. The chapter shows how to create Web files in both
MOTODEV Studio and Xcode. It also demonstrates how to add existing files to
projects in each tool.
The Geolocation example shows you how to interact with the JavaScript libraries
provided by PhoneGap. It mimics the iOS and Windows Phone 7 location examples.
Since there is a documented bug in the Android emulator, the text shows how to use
a physical device to test the app.
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Final Projects for Mobile Applications
Nearly all of the assignments are either discussion-related or coding. For obvious
reason, discussion-related assignments are more subjective and, subsequently,
harder to grade. For the most part, the text tries to stress to you that far more than
half of any non-trivial project is a thinking exercise – not a coding exercise. You must
be in the habit of thinking about the problems you face before you start coding. This
is not easy to do, but can be helped by including things like storyboarding, user’s
manuals, and maintenance docs in your assignments.
For a final project, we like to give students as much leeway as possible in choosing
the topic. The final project is a perfect place for you to explore your own topic.
Hopefully by the end of this course, you have a much better understanding about the
scope of your own projects.
If you don’t have your own topic in mind, look at this as a chance to improve an
existing app however you see fit.
If you can’t develop your own topic, we suggest you choose from a list of apps
including:
A Travel app – choose a destination and create an app that would entice
tourists to come.
A Tip Calculator app – design an app that calculates how much of a tip to
leave at a restaurant.
A Calorie Counter app – create an app that helps users count calories.
A Mortgage app – ask the user to provide principal and interest rate and
display pertinent data.
There are obviously many more potential assignments, but this is designed to get
you thinking about what you could possible do.
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Apps Lesson 9009C Exam
Please complete the following exam. You may use the electronic grading system for
quicker response. Simply log on to www.study-electronics.com and enter your
credentials. Once the exam has been submitted, your results will be returned within
72 hours. You may also e-mail your answers to faculty@cie-wc.edu, or fax them to
us at 1-216-781-0331. If you have any questions, please contact the Instruction
Department.
Multiple Choice
Identify the choice that best completes the statement or answers the question.
1. Why are native apps generally preferable to Web apps?
1) Native apps are faster than Web apps.
2) Users prefer to shop for apps in a marketplace or app store.
3) Updating native apps is easier then updating Web apps.
4) All of the above.
2. Who originally developed PhoneGap?
1) Adobe
2) Apple

3) Google
4) Nitobi

3. Who currently develops PhoneGap?
1) Adobe
2) Apple

3) Google
4) Nitobi

4. Under which license is PhoneGap distributed?
1) Apache
3) GNU General Public License (GPL)
2) FreeBSD (BSD)
4) MIT
5. How does one access the capabilities available through PhoneGap’s unified API?
1) CSS
3) Java
2) HTML
4) JavaScript
6. Under which folder are the resources for a PhoneGap application stored?
1) pgap
3) web
2) src
4) www
7. Which of the following languages does PhoneGap support?
1) Java
3) JavaScript
2) Objective-C
4) C#
8. Which of the following code editors can be used to develop for PhoneGap projects?
1) MOTODEV Studio
3) Notepad
2) Xcode
4) All of the above
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Apps Lesson 9010C Exam
Please complete the following exam. You may use the electronic grading system for
quicker response. Simply log on to www.study-electronics.com and enter your
credentials. Once the exam has been submitted, your results will be returned within
72 hours. You may also e-mail your answers to faculty@cie-wc.edu, or fax them to
us at 1-216-781-0331. If you have any questions, please contact the Instruction
Department.
Multiple Choice
Identify the choice that best completes the statement or answers the question.
1. In the pseudocode statement num x = 1, which part is a variable?
1) num
3) =
2) x
4) 1
2. Which term describes installing an app on a device or emulator?
1) Install
3) Deploy
2) Place
4) Implant
3. Which line in the following code does NOT include an error?
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
1)
2)

public int foo() {
super.onDraw(canvas);
Paint dotPaint = new Paint();
dotPaint.setColor(Color.RED);
doble i = 1;
j = 2;
i = j * i;
j = Math.pow(i, j);
canvas.drawText(“i: “ + i + “|j: “ + j);
}
Line 4
3) Line 7
Line 5
4) Line 8

4. The block in the associated figure is an example of which type of Built-In blocks?
1) Math
3) Control
2) Logic
4) None of the above
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5. In the following code, which lines make up the constructor(s)?
0 public class Bus {
1 private BankAccount ba;
2 private double fuelLeft;
3 private final double FUEL_MAX = 40.0;
4 private final double FUEL_COST = 3.54;
5 public Bus(BankAccount baRef) {
6 fuelLeft = 0;
7 ba = baRef;
8 }
9 public void fillTank() {
10 double cost = (FUEL_MAX - fuelLeft) * FUEL_COST;
11 if (ba.pay(cost) == true) {
12 fuelLeft = FUEL_MAX;
13 }
14 }
15 public double getFuelLeft() {
16 return fuelLeft;
17 }
18 }
1) Lines 1-4
3) Lines 1-8
2) Lines 5-8
4) Lines 0-18
6. How does one access the capabilities available through PhoneGap’s unified API?
1) CSS
3) Java
2) HTML
4) JavaScript
7. Which of the following is the correct extension for an Interface Builder file?
1) IB
3) IF
2) IFB
4) XIB
8. Which line in the following code does NOT include an error?
0 -(void)foo{
1 a = 1;
2 b * 2;
3 a = b * a
4 b = pow(a);
5 scoreLabel.text = “a: “ + a + “|b: “ + b;
6 }
1) Line 2
3) Line 4
2) Line 3
4) Line 5
9. Which of the following is NOT true of Web development for mobile?
1) Sites must be fast loading and easy to navigate.
2) A mobile web page, completely separate from the desktop version, is often created.
3) The languages used to create mobile sites are different than their desktop
equivalents.
4) Users are often automatically redirected to a mobile version of a site.
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10. What happens when you select the Show Barcode option from the Package for
Phone menu?
1) A label is created and printed.
2) The app is converted to JavaScript.
3) An image is created that shows a machine-readable URL pointing to the app.
4) Construction instructions for a UPC code are created in XML format.
11. Which term is used when an application on Windows Phone 7 is deactivated because it
no longer has the focus?
1) Killed
3) Tombstoned
2) Buried
4) Sunk
12. In the following code, which lines make up all of the accessor methods?
0 public class Bus {
1 private BankAccount ba;
2 private double fuelLeft;
3 private final double FUEL_MAX = 40.0;
4 private final double FUEL_COST = 3.54;
5 public Bus(BankAccount baRef) {
6 fuelLeft = 0;
7 ba = baRef;
8 }
9 public void fillTank() {
10 double cost = (FUEL_MAX - fuelLeft) * FUEL_COST;
11 if (ba.pay(cost) == true) {
12 fuelLeft = FUEL_MAX;
13 }
14 }
15 public double getFuelLeft() {
16 return fuelLeft;
17 }
18 }
1) Lines 9-14
3) Lines 9-17
2) Lines 15-17
4) Lines 5-8
13. Assume that the value of TextBox1 will be set to the value of the variable temp.
Which of the following sets of code will NOT set Label1.Text to the cube of the
Text value of TextBox1?
1)
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2)

3)

4)

14. What is the file extension for the code file behind every XAML node?
1) .cb
3) .cs
2) .cfb
4) .csb
15. Which Java keyword indicates the inheritance relationship?
1) inherits
3) uses
2) imports
4) extends
16. Which of the following code editors can be used to develop for PhoneGap projects?
1) MOTODEV Studio
3) Notepad
2) Xcode
4) All of the above
17. An app that is close to being completed is best tested using which of the following
methods?
1) Desk-checking
3) On physical devices
2) Using the emulator
4) Beta testing
18. Which language(s) use(s) the this keyword as a metaphor to refer to the current object
within that object’s context?
1) C# only
3) C# and Java
2) Java only
4) C#, Java, Objective-C
19. What does JNLP (the type of file a Java Web Start application is stored in) stand for?
1) Java New Language Processor
3) Java Native Language Processor
2) Java NAT Layers Protocol
4) Java Native Launch Protocol
20. The open-source rendering engine developed from the Konqueror browser’s KHTML
engine was created by which company?
1) Google
3) Microsoft
2) Apple
4) RIM
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21. Which of the following is a preferred tool for Windows Phone 7 development?
1) Notepad
3) IBM Eclipse
2) Visual Studio 2010
4) Komodo Edit
22. What happens to the grayed-out, temporary text displayed in a text box when a user
begins to enter information?
1) It disappears.
2) It is highlighted on click.
3) It stays until maually deleted.
4) It is replaced one character at a time while the user types.
23. What is the name of the environment manipulator add-on for Firefox, which can be used
to simulate different user environments?
1) Webkit
3) Firebug
2) Web Developer
4) Filezilla
24. What is the name of the JavaScript debugger add-on for Firefox?
1) Webkit
3) Firebug
2) Web Developer
4) Filezilla
25. Which of the following is an example of correct Objective-C code with infix notation?
1) Circle myCircle = new Circle(2.0);
2) Circle *myCircle = [[Circle alloc] initWithRadius:2.0];
3) Circle *myCircle = [Circle alloc];
4) Circle *myCircle = [[Circle alloc] 2.0];
26. What is the correct order for the standard development process?
1) write, debug, compile, run
3) write, compile, run, debug
write,
compile,
debug,
run
2)
4) write, debug, run, compile
27. In C#, Java, and Objective-C, how many parent classes can a class have?
1) Depends on the language
3) 1
2) 0
4) More than 1
28. What keyword is used to include external packages to a C# class file?
1) extend
3) include
2) import
4) using
29. The following Javascript code is most likely in which tier of the Model-View-Controller
design pattern?
function Circle(r){
this.radius = r;
this.getArea = getA;
this.getPerimeter = getP;
this.getData = getD;
}
function getA(){
return this.radius * this.radius * Math.PI;
}
function getP(){
return 2 * this.radius * Math.PI;
}
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function getD(){
return 'Area: ' + this.getArea() + '<br />Perimeter: ' +
this.getPerimeter();
}

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

36.

1) Model
3) Controller
2) View
4) Unable to determine
Which line in the following code includes an error?
0 aWidth = (int)e.NewSize.Width;
1 aHeight = (int)e.NewSize.Height;
2 int x = random.Next(aWidth) - (int)button1.ActualWidth;
3 int y = random.Next(aHeight) - (int)button1.ActualWidth;
1) Line 0
3) Line 2
2) Line 1
4) Line 3
Which of the following is the most fully-featured IDE for Windows Phone 7
development?
1) Visual Studio 2010
2) Xcode 4
3) MOTODEV Studio
4) Visual Studio 2010 Express for Windows Phone
Which of the following is the platform language for Windows Phone 7?
1) C#
3) Objective-C
2) Java
4) PHP
Which of the following is a featured integration provided by Silverlight?
1) Google Maps
3) Amazon Kindle books
2) Ebay Mobile
4) Windows Phone 7 Series core features
The C programming language is considered what type of language?
1) Object-oriented (OO)
3) Event-driven
2) Scripting
4) Procedural
What are the more commonly used names for accessor methods?
1) Getters and setters
3) Pushers and pullers
2) Makers and takers
4) Givers and takers
Which Java keyword forces all subclasses to create their own version of, or override, the
method?
1) abstract
3) template
model
2)
4) frame
END OF EXAM
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